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Stream STUDY
OBJECTIVES

1. Introduce the concept of stream velocity and how it relates to stream
formation and substrate.
2. Measure and key out substrate material.
3. Practice basic mapping skills.
4. Collect and identify macroinvertebrates and emphasize their importance
to stream health.
5. Compare and contrast two stream systems (spring creeks and snowmelt
streams) and have students draw conclusions about them.
6. Define appropriate terms.

Organization

The Stream Study Journal which will accompany the activities outlined in this
lesson plan are organized into three sections:
1. EXPLAIN: Pre field trip preparation
2. EXPLORE: Stream Study Field Trip
3. EXTEND: Post field trip activities
EXPLAIN
This section introduces information that students will need to collect data and
explore their stream. The lesson plan includes explanatory transparencies.
EXPLORE
This section includes data collection pages for the Stream Study field trips. The
lesson plan includes field trip set-up, material list and activity instructions.
EXTEND
This section offers post field-trip activities that help students compare and contrast
data between stream sites/sections and draw conclusions about the data they
collected. The lesson plan includes ideas for follow-up graphing activities.

Explain:
Pre-Field Trip Preparation
Stream Velocity
Background information:
Stream Formation (the formation of a river channel) depends upon 3 basic elements:
1. The amount and speed of water flowing through the system
2. The gradient or slope of the stream
3. The amount and size of sediment carried by the stream
Stream velocity is a measure of the water’s speed. The speed gives the water the force to
scour the stream bottom and banks and pick up sediment and other material. The faster the
stream is moving, the larger the materials it can pick up and carry with the current. (For
example, if there was a large flood that washed through the valley with a lot of water
moving at a great speed, what sorts of things could it carry with it? Large boulders?
Houses? Cars? A lot of water moving very quickly can move larger objects).
Stream velocity changes within stream segments: in wide or deep channels velocity
decreases. In narrow or shallow channels, velocity increases. This creates pools and riffles.
In a riffle, the water is swift and shallow. Fish spawn in these areas. Pools are deep and
quiet areas of the stream where fish can rest. A glide is the smooth, fast-moving water that
often separates pools from riffles.
Velocity also affects the erosion and deposition of material along the stream’s channel.
The velocity is much greater on the outside curve of the channel than on the inside. The
difference is such that while the force on the outside of the curve is strong enough to be
cutting away at the bank, the force on the inside is small, so that material is deposited along
the bank. This difference in erosion and deposition of materials is seen in cut banks (steep,
eroded bank) and sandbars (sandy area along bank).
Streambed gradient measures the vertical slope of the stream over a distance. The slope
(or gradient) of a river will determine the water speed. For example, a high mountain
stream in a steep valley might have fast moving waterfalls and rapids, while a stream in a
flatter area may flow slowly and meander across the valley floor.
EXPLAIN AND DEVELOP:

1. Transparency 1-1: Stream Velocity
Discuss stream velocity and the basics of stream channel features and formation.
2. Stream Study Journal page 4: Velocity
3. Define new terms in Stream Study Dictionary

Velocity Answer Key
Where is the water moving the fastest? rapid, riffle
Where is the water moving the slowest? pool, along the sand bar
Where do fish like to rest? in pools
A cut bank is where the stream bank is cut down by fast moving water.
A sand bar is where material builds up on the bank in slow moving water.
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Substrate
Background Information:
Substrate is the material found on a stream bottom. Substrate is comprised of many
different sizes and kinds of material. The substrate of slower moving streams will contain
more silt, clay and mud while larger stones are found on the bottom of fast-moving
streams. This is because fast-moving water picks up small particles of sand and mud and
carries them downstream where they will be deposited in the substrate material of slower
moving stream sections.
Substrate can be classified into the following general categories: fines (or sand), gravel,
cobbles and boulders. Other descriptions for substrate might include: mud, silt, and clay.
EXPLAIN AND DEVELOP:

1. Transparency 2-1: Substrate Materials
Discuss the continuum of substrate materials. Students should especially
understand the connection between velocity and substrate size.
2. Stream Study Journal page 5: Substrate
3. Define new terms in Stream Study Dictionary

Substrate Answer Key:
Substrate measurements:
1. 3 cm
2. 2.5 cm
3. 1 cm
None of these can be considered silt. Silt particles are very small and not measurable
with our ruler.

Mapping
DESCRIPTION:
The mapping activity is not meant to produce flawlessly accurate maps, but an approximate
representation of the stream section students are working with. Measurements taken in the
field can be used for more to-scale drawings in the classroom later on. Drawings
completed during the field trip should serve as basic representations and reminders of the
stream site.
For the mapping activity students should have the following skills:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Understand the metric system.
Know how to round up or down (use of decimals).
Define and understand length, width, narrowest, widest, deepest and shallowest.
Understand how to draw a landscape or objects from various viewpoints including:
from the top and from the side.

Explain and Develop:

1. Stream Study Journal pages 6-7: Practice Mapping
Have students practice drawing from different perspectives: top and side

Macroinvertebrates
Background:
Benthic (stream-bottom) macroinvertebrates (macro=can be seen with the human eye
without the aid of a microscope; invertebrate=no backbone) are a link in the aquatic food
chain, found on the bottoms of steambeds and clinging to rocks. Animals such as fish, and
in turn, birds, raccoons, water snakes, and even fishermen depend upon them.
Macroinvertebrates are a good indicator of stream health. Some stream-bottom
macroinvertebrates cannot survive in polluted water, while others can survive or even
thrive in it. In a healthy stream, the stream-bottom community will include a variety of
pollution-sensitive macroinvertebrates. In an unhealthy stream, there may be only a few
types of insensitive macroinvertebrates present. Macroinvertebrates provide information
about the health of a stream over long periods of time. It may be difficult to identify stream
pollution with water analysis, which can only provide information for the time of sampling.
Even the presence of fish may not provide information about a pollution problem because
fish can move away to avoid polluted water and then return when conditions improve.
However, most stream-bottom macroinvertebrates cannot move to avoid pollution. A
macroinvertebrate sample may thus provide information about pollution that is not present
at the time of sample collection. Useful stream-bottom macroinvertebrate data are easy to
collect without expensive equipment. The data obtained by macroinvertebrate sampling can
serve to indicate the need for additional data collection, possibly including water analysis
and fish sampling.
Macroinvertebrate life cycles, or metamorphosis is the process by which these insects
change from an immature form to an adult. Aquatic macroinvertebrates are mostly in their
immature form and live their adult life on land, sometimes for only a few hours. Some
macroinvertebrates change completely from child to adult. These insects go through
complete metamorphosis, which has four stages. After hatched from eggs, the young
insects are called larvae and the do not look at all like their parents. During the pupae
stage, the organisms inhabit a "cocoon-like” structure where they change from a larva to an
adult. For example, a catapillar undgergoes a similar process, later emerging from its
cocoon as a butterfly. With some insects you can look at the immature insect and predict,
what the adult will look like. These insects go through incomplete metamorphosis, which
has three stages of development. These macroinvertebrates start as eggs and the young
insects are called nymphs. The nymphs look like the adults except for the wings, which
develop last.

Explain and Develop:

1. Transparency 3-1: Macroinvertebrate Illustrations
Show students examples of macroinvertebrates they might find in the field.
2. Transparency 3-2: Macroinvertebrate Identification
Practice using flash cards or the macroinvertebrate dichotomous key to help
students identify macroinvertebrates.
Stream Study Journal page 8-9
Use with Transparency 3-2.
3. Transparency 3-3: Macroinvertebrate Metamorphosis
Introduce the concept of complete and incomplete metamorphosis.
Stream Study Journal page 10-11
Use with Transparency 3-3.
4. Define new terms in Stream Study Dictionary

Macroinvertebrates Answer Key:
Identification:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Stonefly nymph
Mayfly nymph
Caddis fly nymph
Midge larva
Dames fly nymph
Alderfly larva

Life Cycle:
1. Circle: incomplete
Stonefly nymph
2. Circle: complete
Caddis fly larvae
3. Circle: incomplete
May fly nymph
4. Circle: complete
Crane fly larvae

Spring Creeks & Snowmelt Streams
Background:
The water source for spring creeks is groundwater. Since the water for spring creeks
comes up out of the ground at fairly constant rates and temperatures all year long, it
provides a consistent place for macroinvertebrates, fish and plants to live. Spring creeks
usually have more overhanging and rooted vegetation in the stream channel because of
consistant velocities.
A snowmelt stream gets most of its water flow from melting snow and ice. Because these
streams are fed by snowmelt, the amount of water and the water temperature fluctuate
considerably. Because of a steeper gradient, snowmelt streams generally flow faster than
spring creeks, with more riffles and rapids and fewer pools. These conditions make it
harder for rooted plants to take hold in the stream channel.
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For our purposes, Hydrographs (Hydro = water; Graph = a picture that represents data)
are graphs that show the amount and timing of water (in cubic meters per second) flowing
in a stream channel for certain months out of the year. In relation to the streams your
students will investigate on their Stream Study field trips, a hydrograph illustrates the
consistant flow of a spring creek and the more variable flow of a snowmelt stream.
Notice how the snowmelt stream flow peaks earlier in the spring, and more sharply than the
spring creek. The snowmelt stream is the first recipient of melt water from the mountain
snowpack, while the
snowmelt does not affect
Water Flow: Spring Creek vs.
the spring creek flow until
Snowmelt Stream
later on. The snowmelt
Spring
Creek
effects are “softened” in the
Snow melt
12
spring creek by the fact that
Stream
this water infiltrates the
10
ground first, flowing
8
through subsurface
materials, before
6
discharging into the stream.
4
Also notice that the
snowmelt stream has a
2
lower flow during much of
0
the year. This is partly due
to water being “locked” up
in ice and snow in the
Month
winter, and also because
there is no groundwater (or
aquifer) source for the stream.
The most important thing for students to understand is that factors like snowmelt and
groundwater, flow and temperature, all have effects on a stream channel and the life that
streams support.

Explain and Develop:

1.

Stream Study Journal page 12-13

Hydrograph Answer Key:
Identification:
1. When does the snowmelt stream have the most water flowing through it? Why?
Possible answers: May, June or “spring.” This is when the snow and ice are
melting; this is when spring run-off occurs.
2. When does the spring creek have the most water flowing through it?
Possible answers: June, July, or “summer.”
3. Which one has the most consistent water flowing through it all year long?
Answer: the spring creek
4. Why does the peak flow for the snowmelt stream happen before the peak flow for
the spring creek?
Possible answers: the snowmelt from the mountains reaches the snowmelt creek
sooner—it takes longer for this water to reach the spring-fed creeks in the valley.
It takes longer for the water to travel through the ground to the spring-fed creeks.

EXPLORE:
STREAM STUDY Field Trip
Field Trip Set-up:
Location:
Choose two locations for the field portions of the stream study. Try to choose contrasting
stream sites, a spring creek and a snowmelt stream, for example. Spring creeks get their
water source from groundwater and do not depend on snowmelt for their source as many
mountain streams do. They are usually found where there is a groundwater source in lowlying areas or valleys. Since the water for spring creeks comes up out of the ground at
fairly constant rates and temperatures all year long, it provides a consistent place for
macroinvertebrates, fish and plants to live. A snowmelt stream gets most of its water flow
from melting snow and ice (and rainfall). They are most often found in mountainous areas.
Because these streams depend on melting snow and ice in the spring, the amount of water
and temperature fluctuates more than a spring creek. Snowmelt streams generally have a
steeper gradient and flow faster than spring creeks, with more riffles and rapids and fewer
pools. These conditions provide a contrasting habitat for insects, fish and plant life.
Choose sites that are safe (no dangerous obstacles or very swift moving water) and shallow
(water level is knee high or below in almost all places). Students should be well-dressed for
the weather and location.
Group Leaders:
Recruit teacher or parent volunteers to assist and facilitate each group of 3-6 students on
the field trip. Leaders should have an assigned group, assigned section and a Stream Study
Kit for the day of the field trip. Train adult volunteers for each group. Explain each activity
in the Stream Study Journal before you get to the field to minimize confusion and
maximize efficiency.
Site set-up:
Measure out 20-30 meter stream sections consecutively along the bank for each group,
marking each with stakes and flagging. This is the exclusive section that each group will
work with and will give each student the chance to participate hands-on during the
activities. It is helpful if you can measure and mark the sections the day before the field
trip.
On-site:
Distribute Stream Study Kits to each group. Give the students a tour of the site before
sending them to their assigned sections. Point out site and stream features. Demonstrate to
the larger group any procedures or data collection techniques that need clarification. (ie;
velocity or kick net demonstrations). Remind groups of any time constraints. Completing
all of the activities in the field can take from 2-3 hours. Get to work in your section!

Stream Study Kits:
Stream Study Kits should include the following for each group of
students:
Rubber boots
Kick net
2 ice trays
1 white plastic dish tub
1 white plastic container lid
hand lens
tweezers
latex/non-latex surgical gloves
30 meter measuring tape
meter stick
ruler (with metric)
cased Celsius thermometer
3 pine cones
stopwatch
digital or analog flow meter (optional)
1 Stream Study Journal per student
Macroinvertebrate Identification Sheets
Celsius thermometer
For complete Stream Study Kits or equipment questions contact:
Friends of the Teton River
36 East Little Ave.
Driggs, ID 83422
(208) 354-3871

Explore: Stream Velocity
MATERIALS:
Stream Study Lab Book
stop watch
3 pine cones
metric measuring tape
rubber boots
Optional: analog or digital flow meter for demonstration.

Stream Study Journal: Pages 14 & 22
PREPARATION:
If you have access to an analog or a digital flow meter, demonstrate how stream velocity is
measured before the velocity activity. Take velocity readings in a riffle, pool and a glide to
give students an understanding of where water travels the fastest/slowest.

PROCEDURE:
1. Measure out a 5 meter part of your stream section that looks free of obstacles. Have
one student drop the pinecone into the water, one timing with a stop watch, and one
student to yell “STOP” once the pine cone has traveled the 5 meter distance.
2. Repeat this process 2 more times and record the results.
3. In the classroom, students can divide their results into meters per second.

Explore: Substrate
MATERIALS:
Stream Study Lab Book
ruler (with centimeters and millimeters)
rubber boots

Stream Study Journal: Pages 15 & 23

Procedure:
1. Within your group, place students into pairs (or in a group of 3). Each pair of
students should work in a different part of your stream section. One will work in
the stream while the other records data.
2. The first student should collect substrate samples by taking two giant steps into the
stream and measuring the stone in front of their big toe. This assures at least some
degree of “random” sampling. The student collecting substrate will measure it in
metric units and call out the measurement to the recorder. The student should take
two more giant steps to find their next sample, repeating the process.
3. After 3 measurements, the students will switch jobs and the other student will
collect three more samples.

Explore: Mapping
MATERIALS:
Stream Study Lab Book
30 meter metric measuring tape
meter stick (for measuring depth)
rubber boots
pencil
**Celsius thermometer

Stream Study Journal: Page 16-17 &
24-25
PROCEDURE:
1. Measure the length of your stream section along the bank.
2. When measuring the widest, narrowest, deepest and shallowest points of your stream
section, encourage students to decide where these are located. It is more important for
them to reach a consensus about these points than to find the “correct” or “absolute”
locations of these.
3. In addition, students should complete a fairly quick “from the top” view of their stream
section, taking into account: bends, bank and water features, vegetation and wildlife
etc;
Temperature:
As part of this activity, take the air and water temperatures. Remove the thermometer and
set in a shady location for 2 minutes. Take the water temperature by holding a Celsius
thermometer in the stream for 2 minutes. Record the results in the Stream Study Journal.

Explore:
Macroinvertebrates
MATERIALS:
Stream Study Lab Book
rubber boots
kick net
2 ice trays
1 white plastic dish tub
1 white plastic container lid
5 small plastic containers (yogurt size)
hand lens
tweezers
latex/non-latex surgical gloves
Macroinvertebrate Identification Sheets
Celsius thermometer

Stream Study Journal: Page 18-19 &
26-27
PREPARATION:
Demonstrate to the entire class how to use a kick net before the macroinvertebrate activity.

PROCEDURE:
1. Have two students help hold the kick net in a riffle, making sure the bottom edge of
the screen is well sealed with the stream bottom.
2. Two more students should stand upstream from the kick net and scrape the stream
bottom with the heels of their rubber boots, overturning substrate material.
Continue scraping the bottom with your boot heels in various places directly
upstream from the kick net for about 2 minutes. When finished, carefully remove
the net from the stream, holding the bottom edge, so you don’t lose
macroinvertebrates.
3. Students standing on the bank should fill both ice trays and the dish tub ½ to ¾ full
of stream water and set them in a level place on the bank.

4. Have the students holding the kick net transport it horizontally over to the bank.
Next, place the kick net in the dish tub and rinse off as many macroinvertebrates
that you can. Set the screen off to the side. The remaining macroinvertebrates can
be picked off the screen during the activity.
5. Show students how to sort the macroinvertebrates into the ice cube trays by type.
Place like types into the same partitions. Using the small yogurt-sized containers
to remove a little bit of stream water at a time from the dish tub will help students
catch macroinvertebrates. Students may use surgical gloves or tweezers if they
prefer. Don’t forget to pick clean the kick net screen for more bugs!
6. Once most of the macroinvertebrates are removed from the dish tub and sorted,
pour out the stream water little by little into the plastic container lid to make
searching easier.
7. When most of the macroinvertebrates have been sorted, help students identify them
and tally how many of each you found on the Macroinvertebrate Identification
Sheet with a grease pencil. Use a hand lens if you need to see more detail.
8. Return all macroinvertebrates and water back to the stream. Rinse off all containers
and the kick net in the stream.

Extend:
Post Field Trip Activities
Complete:
pages 14 & 22

1. COMPLETE the Velocity sections. Calculate the stream velocity as meters per second.
5 meters = 5 meters ÷ x seconds = ____ meters/second
x seconds
COMPARE the readings taken between groups in their sections.
What might account for the differences in velocity? A variance in the stream bottom; the
path of the pinecone as it travels over varying riffles, glides and pools and encounters
various obstacles in the stream.

Macroinvertebrate Tally:
Pages 20 & 28

As a class, tally the results of the macroinvertebrate counts from all the stream sections.
Students will compile their stream section tallies from pages 20 and 28.

Conclusions:

Page 21 & 29 (Answer questions as a class or in groups)
PAGE 21 possible answers:
1. Fish prefer habitat with both riffle areas for spawning and protected pool areas
(For example: overhanging brush and in-stream obstacles and vegetation). They
also prefer cool, clear, running water with plenty of oxygen and a good food
supply.
2. Macroinvertebrates tend to like rocky fast running streams with cooler water.
These streams do not have large amounts of silty build-up between the rocks and
provide an ample oxygen supply for the macroinvertebrates.
3. Pools are generally deeper than riffles. Pools are deep and slow moving, while
riffles tend to be quickly moving water over more shallow areas.
4. Answers will vary.

PAGE 29 possible answers:
1. & 2. Differences or similarities could include aspects of vegetation, wildlife,
stream velocity, dimensions, substrate etc;
3. & 4. Answers will vary.

Compare:

Pages 21 & 29

Have students answer COMPARE questions on page 21 with the class.
Have students answer COMPARE questions on page 29 in their groups.

GRAphing activities:
Pages 30-33

Using the COMPARE sections on pages 21 and 29, help students create graphs on pages
30-33.
Graphs can represent data from one stream or comparing the two streams. Below is a list
of a few graphing suggestions:
1.Create a graph of highest stream velocities for every group by section.
2.Create a graph of substrate sizes from smallest to largest.
3.Create a graph of depth measurements in order of stream section.
4.Create a graph of sensitive macroinvertebrate species for the two streams.
5.Create a graph of stream temperatures by section for the two streams.
Get creative with graphs! Have the students make suggestions about
what they would like to graph.
Note: See the graphing examples on the next page.

Graphing Examples:
1. In this example, a pair of students have graphed their substrate measurements from the
first field trip. The x-axis (horizontal) represents the six substrate samples they
measured, while the y-axis (vertical) represents centimeters. The students then plotted
points on the graph according to the size of each sample and connected these points with
a line.
Size of Substrate in Section 3 on
Spring Creek
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The following example compares/contrasts two streams after the second field trip.
Graphs using information from multiple data sets can be more confusing, but also a
more useful tool for drawing conclusions. The graph below shows data for the
macroinvertebrates found in Spring Creek and Teton Creek. Macroinvertebrate species
are listed on the x-axis, while the counts for each one is found on the y-axis. With the
information presented in this way, it is easy to compare the two streams “side-by-side.”
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Creek and Teton Creek
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Mapping activities:

According to the measurements taken of each section and the stream sketches, have students
enlarge their section maps and connect them together to create a larger map of the stream
site. This activity requires cooperation between groups to connect their drawings and some
proficiency in drawing the area to scale.

Pre-field trip
learning &
Activities

Stream Velocity
FAST
MOVING
WATER

Fast moving water:
~ Riffles and rapids
~ Can move larger
materials.
~ Occurs in steeper
and narrower
sections.
~ Fish spawn here.
~ Causes erosion.

POOL
RIFFLE

GLIDE

SLOW
MOVING
WATER
Slower moving water:
~ Pools and glides
~ More silty—small
materials deposited
here.
~ Occurs in flat
sections.
~ Fish rest here.
~ Sediments are
deposited.

Transparency 1-1

SUBSTRATE
Smallest

SILT

MUD

CLAY

SILT
MUD
CLAY

2mm or smaller = fines

2-8mm

= small gravel
GRAVEL

8-64mm

= gravel

64-128mm

= small cobble
COBBLES

128-256mm

=cobble

256-512mm =small boulder

BOULDERS

over 512mm =Boulders

Solid Rock

=BEDROCK

Largest

Transparency 2-1

Transparency 3-1

Transparency 3-1

Practice using the macroinvertebrate flashcards or key to name these.

1._______________________________

2._______________________________

3._______________________________

4._______________________________

5._______________________________

6._______________________________
Transparency 3-2

The macroinvertebrate life cycle, or metamorphosis, is
the process by which these insects change from a “child”
to an adult. Humans go through many changes as they
grow up. You will eventually get taller, your voice or hair
color might change, but some macroinvertebrates will
look completely different as adults.
In a complete
metamorphosis, the young
insect is called larvae and
does not look like the adult.
During the pupae stage, the
organisms inhabit a
"cocoon” structure where
they change from a larva to
an adult.
This is similar to the idea of
a catapillar emerging from a
cocoon as a butterfly.

With some insects you can
look at the immature insect
and predict what the adult
will look like.
In an incomplete
metamorphosis, the young
insects are called nymphs.
The nymphs look like the
adults except for the wings,
which develop last.

Transparency 3-3

Stream Study Field Trip
&
Post Field Trip Activities
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Driggs, ID 83422
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_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
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EXPLAIN

Velocity

EXTEND

4

How fast is the water moving?
Stream velocity is a measure of the water’s speed. A fastmoving stream gives the water the force to scrape the stream
bottom and banks and pick up silt, rocks and other material.
The faster the stream is moving, the larger the materials it can
pick up and carry with the current. A stream moving fast can
pick up larger rocks and boulders. A stream moving very, very
fast and with a lot of water (like a flood) could take a tree out of
the ground or maybe even move your house!!! Stream velocity
changes within stream sections: in wide or deep parts of a
river, velocity decreases. In narrow or shallow parts, velocity
increases. This creates pools and riffles.

CUT BANK
POOL
GLIDE
SAND BAR

RAPID

POOL

Where is the water moving the fastest? _____________________
Where is the water moving the slowest? ____________________
Where do fish like to rest? _______________________________
A _________________ is where the stream bank is cut down by
fast moving water.
A _________________ is where material builds up on the bank in
slow moving water.

Graph Title:
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Graph: With your teacher’s help, create

EXTEND
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EXPLAIN

graphs that compare Stream #1 and Stream #2

Substrate

Graph Title:

What is on the bottom of the stream?

5

Sand, Gravel and Stones
The stream bottom is called substrate and can be
filled with many different kinds and sizes of material. The substrate of slower moving streams will
contain more silt, clay and mud while larger stones
are found on the bottom of fast-moving streams.
This is because fast-moving water picks up small
particles of sand and mud and carries them downstream to settle in the slower water.

Practice measuring the substrate with a
metric ruler.

How long is it?_______ cm

How long is it?_______ cm

How long is it?_______ cm

Would you consider any of these pieces of
substrate an example of silt? Why or why not?

EXPLAIN

EXTEND

6

Graph Title:

Choose an object from somewhere in the classroom.

Draw the object from the side.

Draw the object from the top.

31

your classmates, create graphs with your teacher’s help.
Graph Title:

Now practice drawing the classroom from the top. Include items like the teacher’s desk, your desk,
tables, book cases, computers, etc; You don’t have to include everything you see.

EXTEND

Mapping The Classroom

Graph: After you compare data with
30
EXPLAIN

7

EXPLAIN

Who lives in the stream?
Macroinvertebrates are bugs that live in streams and a
food source for fish. They have no backbone and can be
seen without a magnifying glass or microscope. The kind
of macroinvertebrates found in a stream indicates to scientists how healthy the stream is.

8

Conclusions:

EXTEND 29

1. List 3 differences between the streams. (Think about the location, what the streams look like, etc;)

2. List 2 similarities between the streams.

3. Which stream had more pollution sensitive macroinvertebrates?
(Stream #1 or #2?)

Practice naming these macroinvertebrates. Use the
check list and the macroinvertebrate key to help you.
4.

Which stream had more pollution tolerant macroinvertebrates?

1._________________

Compare:

2._________________

Compare your group data from Stream #1 and Stream #2:
Stream #1

Stream #2

__________
__________

__________
__________

4._________________

3. Largest substrate __________
4. Smallest substrate __________

__________
__________

5._________________

5. Widest place
6. Narrowest place
7. Deepest place
8. Shallowest place

__________
__________
__________
__________

3._________________

6._________________

1. Highest velocity
2. Lowest velocity

__________
__________
__________
__________

9. Stream temperature __________ ºC

__________ºC

EXTEND 28

Macroinvertebrate Tally: Macroinvertebrates can tell us the health of a stream. Some macroinvertebrates can live well in polluted water (tolerant) while others
are very sensitive to it. Record class tally results HERE:

Sensitive

____ caddis fly
larva

Somewhat
Sensitive

____midge larva

____crane fly larva

____black fly,
horse-fly or
mosquito
larva

____dames fly
nymph

____ mayfly
nymph

____dragonfly
nymph

____ water
penny
larva
____ riffle beetle
adult
____ gilled
snails
____ hellgramite

____dobsonfly, alder fly or fishfly larva

Macroinvertebrate
Check-list:

Tolerant

____beetle larva

____ stonefly
nymph

EXPLAIN

____leeches
Alder fly larva

____rat-tailed
maggot

Caddis fly larva

____water boatmen
____water strider
____giant water bug
____whirligig beetle
____diving beetle
____sowbug
____scud

Total:__________

Total: _____________

Total: __________
Rat tailed maggot

9

EXPLAIN

10

The aquatic macroinvertebrates we will find in our streams are
mostly in their immature form and live their adult life on land, sometimes for only a few hours. The macroinvertebrate life cycle, or
metamorphosis, is the process by which these insects change
from a “child” to an adult. Humans go through many changes as
they grow up. You will eventually get taller, your voice or hair color
might change, but some macroinvertebrates will look completely
different as adults.
Some macroinvertebrates
change completely from child
to adult. These insects go
through complete metamorphosis, which has four stages.
The young insects are called
larvae and the do not look at
all like their parents. During the
pupae stage, the organisms
inhabit a "cocoon” structure
where they change from a
larva to an adult.
This is similar to the idea of a
catapillar emerging from a cocoon as a butterfly.

With some insects you can
look at the immature insect
and predict, or guess, what the
adult will look like. These insects go through incomplete
metamorphosis. They start as
eggs and the young insects
are called nymphs. The
nymphs look like the adults
except for the wings, which
develop last.

EXPLORE

27

Macroinvertebrates:
Count and tally the macroinvertebrates you collected HERE.

EXPLAIN

Decide if these macroinvertebrates go through complete or incomplete metamorphosis and circle the
correct life cycle. Write the word nymph for those
young insects that look like their parents. Write larvae
for the insects that change completely into an adult.
YOUNG

Metamorphosis

ADULT

Complete
Incomplete

1.

Stone fly ___________

Stone fly adult

Complete
Incomplete

2.

Caddis fly ___________

Caddis fly adult

Complete
Incomplete

3.

May fly ___________

May fly adult

Complete
Incomplete

4.

Crane fly ___________

Crane fly adult

11

EXPLORE

12

Spring creeks get their water source from groundwater. Since the
water for spring creeks comes up out of the ground at fairly constant rates and temperatures all year long, it provides a consistent
place for macroinvertebrates, fish and plants to live...even through
the winter months!

What is a snow melt stream?
A snowmelt stream is a stream or river that gets most of its water
flow from melting snow and ice. Because these streams are fed by
melting snow and ice, the amount of water and the water temperature change a lot with the seasons. Snowmelt streams generally
flow faster than spring creeks, with more riffles and rapids and
fewer pools. These conditions make it harder for plants to put
down roots in a snowmelt stream.

What is a Hydrograph?
Hydro = water

Graph = a picture that represents data

Hydrographs are graphs that show the amount of water flowing
through streams for different months of the year. In Teton Valley,
for example, what time of year do the river and streams run the
highest? The lowest? We can show this by graphing how much
water there is in a stream channel at a certain time.
Reading the graph:
Remember that spring creeks come from a more constant underground water source, while snowmelt streams depend a lot
on snow and ice melting in the spring.

DRAW IT!

What is a Spring Creek?

Draw what your stream section looks like from above and label some of its parts. Don’t forget to
draw riffles, pools, stream bends, large rocks, trees, fish, logs, or anything else you may observe.

EXPLAIN

25

EXPLORE

24

EXPLAIN

13

Mapping
Decide where you think your stream section is the
widest, narrowest, deepest and shallowest. Record your data HERE.

Measure the DEEPEST part of your stream section.
____________centimeters/meters
Measure the SHALLOWEST part of your stream
section.
____________centimeters/meters

Temperature: Take the air temperature by
setting the thermometer in the shade for 2 minutes. Water
temperature is important to the fish and macroinvertebrates
living in a stream. Hold your thermometer in the water for
2 minutes. Record your data HERE.
Measure the water temperature: ______ºC
Measure the air temperature: ______ºC

O
ct

g
Au

Ju
n

ril
Ap

b
Fe

ec
D

Measure the NARROWEST part of your stream
section.
____________meters

12
10
8
6
4
2
0
O
ct

Measure the WIDEST part of your stream section.
____________meters

Spring
Creek
Snow melt
Stream

water flow in cubic
meters/second

Measure the LENGTH of your stream section
along one side of the bank.
____________meters

Water Flow: Spring Creek vs.
Snowmelt Stream

Month

1. When does the snowmelt stream have the most water
flowing through it? Why?

2. When does the spring creek have the most water flowing
through it?

3. Which one has the most consistent water flowing through
it all year long?

4. Why does the peak flow for the snowmelt stream happen
before the peak flow for the spring creek?

EXPLORE

14

Substrate

EXPLORE

Substrate: Make some observations about the
Name(s):__________________________________
Date: ____________________________________
Place: ____________________________________
Stream Section #:_______________________

How many of each do you see in your stream section?
___Riffles

___Cut banks

What does it look like?
___Muddy

___Sandy

___Silty

___Rocky

Does the bottom of the stream change throughout
your section?

Velocity
___Pools

bottom of the stream.

___Sand bars

In which one does the water move the fastest, in a pool or
a riffle? _____________________________________
Why? ______________________________________

Measure Substrate:
Each pair of students work in a different part of the stream
section. Decide who is the recorder and who will collect
rocks first. The rock collector will take two giant steps into
the stream, pick up the rock in front of their big toe and
measure it in centimeters. Call out the measurement to the
recorder. Put the rock back. From this spot, take 2 giant
steps in any direction and repeat this 2 more times. After
measuring 3 rocks, switch jobs.

Measure Velocity: Choose a section that looks free of obstacles and measure the velocity of the stream using a pinecone. Velocity is measured in meters per second. We take our
measurement by choosing a 5 meter section and timing how
long it takes for a pinecone to travel from the beginning to the
end.
In the classroom, your teacher can help you calculate the
velocity with a calculator.
How many seconds did it take your pinecone to travel 5 meters?
Repeat this experiment 3 times. RECORD how many seconds
from beginning to end HERE.

STUDENT 1
Substrate #1 = ___________ cm
Substrate #2 = ___________ cm
Substrate #3 = ___________ cm

STUDENT 2

Reading #1: Velocity = ____5____ meters in _____ seconds

Substrate #4 = ___________ cm

Reading #2: Velocity = ____5____ meters in _____ seconds

Substrate #5 = ___________ cm

Reading #3: Velocity = ____5____ meters in _____ seconds

Substrate #6 = ___________ cm

23

Substrate

EXPLORE

Substrate: Make some observations about the
Name(s):__________________________________
Date: ____________________________________
Place: ____________________________________
Stream Section #:_______________________

How many of each do you see in your stream section?
___Riffles

___Cut banks

What does it look like?
___Muddy

___Sandy

___Silty

___Rocky

Does the bottom of the stream change throughout
your section?

Velocity
___Pools

bottom of the stream.

___Sand bars

In which one does the water move the fastest, in a pool or
a riffle? _____________________________________
Why? ______________________________________

Measure Substrate:
Each pair of students work in a different part of the stream
section. Decide who is the recorder and who will collect
rocks first. The rock collector will take two giant steps into
the stream, pick up the rock in front of their big toe and
measure it in centimeters. Call out the measurement to the
recorder. Put the rock back. From this spot, take 2 giant
steps in any direction and repeat this 2 more times. After
measuring 3 rocks, switch jobs.

Measure Velocity: Choose a section that looks free of obstacles and measure the velocity of the stream using a pinecone. Velocity is measured in meters per second. We take our
measurement by choosing a 5 meter section and timing how
long it takes for a pinecone to travel from the beginning to the
end.
In the classroom, your teacher can help you calculate the
velocity with a calculator.
How many seconds did it take your pinecone to travel 5 meters?
Repeat this experiment 3 times. RECORD how many seconds
from beginning to end HERE.

STUDENT 1
Substrate #1 = ___________ cm
Substrate #2 = ___________ cm
Substrate #3 = ___________ cm

STUDENT 2

Reading #1: Velocity = ____5____ meters in _____ seconds

Substrate #4 = ___________ cm

Reading #2: Velocity = ____5____ meters in _____ seconds

Substrate #5 = ___________ cm

Reading #3: Velocity = ____5____ meters in _____ seconds

Substrate #6 = ___________ cm

15

EXPLORE

Mapping
Decide where you think your stream section is the
widest, narrowest, deepest and shallowest. Record your data HERE.
Measure the LENGTH of your stream section
along one side of the bank.
____________meters
Measure the WIDEST part of your stream section.
____________meters
Measure the NARROWEST part of your stream
section.
____________meters
Measure the DEEPEST part of your stream section.
____________centimeters/meters

16

Conclusions:

EXTEND

1. You have learned that fish like to spawn in riffles and rest in
pools. Does this stream provide a good habitat for fish? Why or
why not?

2. What kind of stream bottom do sensitive macroinvertebrates
like? (Hint: Do they like rocky or silty streams?) Why?

3. Where is the water deeper, in a riffle or in a pool?

4. Which macroinvertebrate did you find the most of?
___________________________________________________
The least of?_________________________________________

Compare:
Compare the data from your stream section with your classmates’ data.

Write down stream data for the:

Group #

1. Highest velocity
2. Lowest velocity

__________
__________

_______
_______

3. Largest substrate __________
4. Smallest substrate __________

_______
_______

setting the thermometer in the shade for 2 minutes. Water
temperature is important to the fish and macroinvertebrates
living in a stream. Hold your thermometer in the water for
2 minutes. Record your data HERE.

5. Widest place
6. Narrowest place
7. Deepest place
8. Shallowest place

_______
_______
_______
_______

Measure the water temperature: ______ºC
Measure the air temperature: ______ºC

9. Coldest stream temperature ________ ºC _______

Measure the SHALLOWEST part of your stream
section.
____________centimeters/meters

Temperature: Take the air temperature by

21

__________
__________
__________
__________

20

EXPLORE

____ caddisfly
larva

Somewhat
Sensitive
____beetle larva

____midge larva

____cranefly larva

____black fly,
horse-fly or
mosquito
larva

____ stonefly
nymph

____damesfly
nymph

____ mayfly
nymph

____dragonfly
nymph

____ water
penny
larva
____ riffle beetle
adult
____ gilled
snails
____ hellgramite

Tolerant

____dobsonfly, alder fly or fishfly larva

____leeches
____rat-tailed
maggot

____water boatmen
____water strider
____giant water bug
____whirligig beetle
____diving beetle
____sowbug
____scud

Total:__________

Total: _____________

Total: __________

DRAW IT!

Sensitive

Draw what your stream section looks like from above and label some of its parts. Don’t forget to
draw riffles, pools, stream bends, large rocks, trees, fish, logs, or anything else you may observe.

EXTEND

Macroinvertebrate Tally: Macroinvertebrates can tell us the health of a stream. Some macroinvertebrates can live well in polluted water (tolerant) while others
are very sensitive to it. Record class tally results HERE:
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Macroinvertebrates:
Look over your stream section and choose the places that have the fastest
moving water. These are the places you will sample for macroinvertebrates.
1. Put water in your ice trays and dish bins about ½ to ¾ full.
2. Two people should hold the kicknet in the stream while one person
kicks rocks in front of the screen for 2 minutes.
3. Lift the kicknet out of the stream making sure not to lose too many
bugs and rinse the screen off in your dish bin.
4. With bare hands or with gloves on, carefully pluck all the living creatures off the net and out of the bin and sort them in the ice trays.
5. Identify your macroinvertebrates with the help of your teachers and
tally them on your worksheet.
6. Return the bugs to the stream.

EXPLORE

19

Stream Study Dictionary
Definitions:
Velocity—is a measure of the water’s speed; how fast the
water is going. (measured in meters or feet per second)
Pool—deep, quiet areas in a stream where fish can rest; also
provides good cover from predators.
Riffle—a more turbulent area of a stream where the water is
swift and shallow. Fish spawn in riffles.
Glide—is the smooth, fast-moving water that often separates
pools from riffles.
Substrate—is the material found on the stream bottom. For
example, silt, gravel and boulders.
Silt—very fine substrate material, usually found in slow
moving streams.
Cut bank—a steep, eroded side of a stream or river where
fast-moving water cuts (or erodes) the stream bank.
Sand bar—a sandy area along a stream or river bank where
substrate material is deposited by slow moving water.
Pollution—altering the environment in some way that it is
unsuitable or harmful for life.
Macroinvertebrate—a “bug” found living on the bottom of
streams and rivers. A food source for fish and other animals.
Macro = can be seen with the human eye without the aid of a
microscope.
Invertebrate = no backbone
Metamorphosis = a life cycle process by which insects change
from an immature form to an adult form.

Stream Study Journal
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Stream Study Unit
Idaho State Standards (3-4)
Pre-Field Trip:
Prepare for Field Work and Post-field work activities. Pre-field work activities do
not fulfill rubrics or state standards alone.

Data Collection (field work):
Velocity
Substrate
Mapping
Temperature
Draw It
Macroinvertebrates
Macroinvertebrate talley
Conclusions
Compare
Graphing
Stream Study Dictionary
Grade 3
573. Science. Unifying Concepts of Science
01. Understand systems, order, and organization. (Macroinvertebrates)
a. Recognize that a system is an organized group of related objects that form a whole.
02. Understand concepts and processes of evidence, models, and explanation. (Field
work)
a. Develop skills in observation and data collection.
03. Understand constancy, change, and measurement. (Velocity, Substrate, Mapping)
c. Measure in both the standard and metric systems.
05. Understand concepts of form and function. (Macroinvertebrates)
a. Discover the relationship between shape and use.
Grade 4
588. Science. Unifying Concepts of Science
01. Understand systems, order, and organization. (Macroinvertebrates)
a. Recognize that a system is an organized group of related objects that form a whole.
02. Understand concepts and processes of evidence, models, and explanation. (Field
work)
a. Develop skills in observation and data collection.
03. Understand constancy, change, and measurement. (Velocity, Substrate, Mapping)

c. Measure in both the standard and metric systems.
05. Understand concepts of form and function. (Macroinvertebrates)
a. Discover the relationship between shape and use.
Grade 3
574. Science. Concepts of Scientific Inquiry (Field work)
01. Understand scientific inquiry and develop critical thinking skills.
a. Identify questions that can be answered by conducting scientific tests.
b. Conduct scientific tests.
c. Use appropriate tools and techniques to gather and display data.
d. Use data to construct a reasonable explanation. (ie; Analyze data by: graphing, class
discussion)
e. Make simple predictions based on data.
f. Explore alternative explanations.
g. Communicate the results of tests to others.
Grade 4
589. Science. Concepts of Scientific Inquiry (Field work)
01. Understand scientific inquiry and develop critical thinking skills.
a. Identify questions that can be answered by conducting scientific tests.
b. Conduct scientific tests.
c. Use appropriate tools and techniques to gather and display data.
d. Use data to construct a reasonable explanation. (ie; Analyze data by: graphing, class
discussion)
e. Make simple predictions based on data.
f. Explore alternative explanations.
g. Communicate the results of tests to others.
Grade 3
575. Science. Concepts of Physical Science (Measuring)
01. Understand the structure and function of matter and molecules and their interactions.
a. Use simple instruments to measure properties. (Measuring tools in the field, metric
ruler, thermometer etc;)

Grade 4
590. Science. Concepts of Physical Science (Measuring)
01. Understand the structure and function of matter and molecules and their interactions.
a. Use simple instruments to measure properties.
i. Measure dimensions in metric and standard. (Measuring tools in the field, metric ruler,
thermometer etc;)

Grade 3
577. Science. Interdependence of Organisms and Biological Change
(Macroinvertebrates)
01. Understand the theory of biological evolution.

a. Investigate diversity of plants and animals and how they adapt in order to survive in
their environment.
b. Investigate how plants and animals become extinct if their adaptations do not fit their
environment.
c. Recognize the difference between vertebrate and invertebrate animals: classify
vertebrate animals (mammals, reptiles, birds, fish, amphibians).
Grade 4
592. Science. Interdependence of Organisms and Biological Change
(Macroinvertebrates)
01. Understand the theory of biological evolution.
a. Investigate diversity of plants and animals and how they adapt in order to survive in
their environment.
i. Compare and contrast the life cycles of grasshoppers, frogs, butterflies, and humans.
ii. Refer to "Project Wild," "Project Wet," "Project Learning Tree" activities.
b. Investigate how plants and animals become extinct if their adaptations do not fit their
environment.
c. Recognize the difference between vertebrate and invertebrate animals: classify
vertebrate animals (mammals, reptiles, birds, fish, amphibians).
Grade 3
578. Science. Matter, Energy and Organization in Living Systems
(Macroinvertebrates)
01. Understand the relationship between matter, energy, and organization to trace matter
as it cycles and energy as it flows through living systems and between living systems and
the environment.
b. Understand the food chain and know that organisms both cooperate and compete in
ecosystems.
Grade 4
593. Science. Matter, Energy and Organization in Living Systems
(Macroinvertebrates)
01. Understand the relationship between matter, energy, and organization to trace matter
as it cycles and energy as it flows through living systems and between living systems and
the environment.
b. Understand the food chain and know that organisms both cooperate and compete in
ecosystems.
Grade 3
581. Science. Personal and Social Perspectives
01. Understand common environmental quality issues, both natural and human induced.
a. Identify issues in the local environment.
03. Understand the importance of natural resources and the need to manage and conserve
them.
b. Understand the conservation of natural resources.

Grade 4
596. Science. Personal and Social Perspectives
01. Understand common environmental quality issues, both natural and human induced.
a. Identify issues in the local environment.
03. Understand the importance of natural resources and the need to manage and conserve
them.
b. Understand the conservation of natural resources.
Grade 3
583. Science. Interdisciplinary concepts (Field work)
01. Understand that interpersonal relationships are important in scientific endeavors.
a. Work in teams to solve problems.
02. Understand technical communication.
a. Read and understand instructions.
Grade 4
598. Science. Interdisciplinary concepts (Field work)
01. Understand that interpersonal relationships are important in scientific endeavors.
a. Work in teams to solve problems.
02. Understand technical communication.

Grade 3
287. Math. Basic Arithmetic, Estimation, and Accurate Computations
01. Understand and use numbers.
02. Perform computations accurately.
03. Estimate and judge reasonableness of results.
Grade 4
297. Math. Basic Arithmetic, Estimation, and Accurate Computations
01. Understand and use numbers.
02. Perform computations accurately.
03. Estimate and judge reasonableness of results.
Grade 3
289. Math. Concepts and Principles of Measurement (Velocity, Substrate, Mapping)
01. Understand and use U.S. customary and metric measurements.
a. Select and use appropriate units and tools to make formal measurements in both
systems (time, length, temperature, perimeter).
b. Apply estimation of measurement to real-world and content problems using actual
measuring devices.
c. Explore relationships within the U.S. Customary system.
d. Explore relationships within the metric system.
e. Tell time using both digital and analog clocks, using 5-minute intervals.
f. Explore the relationship among units of time.
g. Use appropriate vocabulary.

Grade 4
299. Math. Concepts and Principles of Measurement (Velocity, Substrate, Mapping)
01. Understand and use U.S. customary and metric measurements.
a. Select and use appropriate units and tools to make formal measurements in both
systems (time, length, temperature, perimeter, area).
b. Apply estimation of measurement to real-world and content problems using
actual measuring devices.
c. Apply understanding of relationships within the U.S. customary system.
d. Apply understanding of relationships within the metric system.
e. Tell time using both digital and analog clocks, to the nearest minute.
f. Apply understanding of relationships to solve real-world problems related to time.
g. Use appropriate vocabulary.
Grade 3
291. Math. Concepts and Principles of Geometry (Mapping)
01. Apply concepts of size, shape, and spatial relationships.
a. Identify, compare, and analyze attributes of two- and three-dimensional shapes and
develop vocabulary to describe the attributes.
b. Explore congruence, similarity, and symmetry.
c. Investigate perimeters in real-world situations.
e. Use appropriate vocabulary.
02. Apply graphing in two dimensions.
a. Apply ideas about direction and distance.
Grade 4
301. Math. Concepts and Principles of Geometry (Mapping)
01. Apply concepts of size, shape, and spatial relationships.
a. Identify, compare, and analyze attributes of two- and three-dimensional shapes and
develop vocabulary to describe the attributes.
b. Explore congruence, similarity, and symmetry.
c. Investigate perimeters in real-world situations.
e. Use appropriate vocabulary.
02. Apply graphing in two dimensions.
a. Apply ideas about direction and distance.

Post Field Trip Activities:
Grade 3
292. Math. Data Analysis, Probability and Statistics (Graphing)
01. Understand data analysis.
a. Interpret information found in tables, charts, and graphs.
b. Explain and justify conclusions drawn from tables, charts, and graphs.
c. Understand and use appropriate vocabulary.
02. Collect, organize, and display data.
a. Collect, organize, and display data in tables, charts, or graphs in order to answer a
question and/or test a hypothesis.

Grade 4
302. Math. Data Analysis, Probability and Statistics (Graphing)
01. Understand data analysis.
a. Interpret information found in tables, charts, and graphs.
b. Explain and justify conclusions drawn from tables, charts, and graphs.
c. Understand and use appropriate vocabulary.
02. Collect, organize, and display data.
a. Collect, organize, and display data in tables, charts, or graphs in order to answer a
question and/or test a hypothesis.
05. Make predictions or decisions based on data.
a. Make predictions based on simple experimental probabilities.
b. Understand and use appropriate vocabulary.

